The Good Place

“Chidi’s Choice” S0110
(The) Fast and (the) Furious

Ariana Grande
Bambadjan (Bamba)      John (Bordley) Rawls

Actor from Ivory, living in the USA undocumented.  

American moral and political philosopher in the liberal tradition.
Silly Billy, sillybilly

Sillybilly

A person, who acts in a special way and is not afraid to do so. Usually a small, cute, person who is very happy and can make you laugh whenever they want to. Also some one who is very fun to be around and acts in the silliest way possible.

Why are you so cute, you sillybilly.

Betwixt

Literary form of ‘between’
Before, Stupid Nick’s Wing Dump, and now...
Grimm Brothers’ Rapunzel
Tragic Mike – *Magic Mike*
‘Digital Get Down’ by NSYNC / *NSYNC / 'N Sync

Can we get connected?
I need some love and affection, baby
I'll call you on the phone
I hope that I get through
If you're in the mood and on the phone,
here's what you do: leave a message
You know the kind I like to get back to

Digital, digital get down (get down) just you and me
(You may be) Twenty thousand miles away, but I can see ya
And baby, baby you can see me
Digital, digital get down (get down) just what we need
We can get together naturally
(We can) We can get together on the digital screen